Case Carts STWS

Safe and with greater flexibility

Hygienic storage and transport for instruments and materials
Case Carts STWS: the new case carts for wards and operating theatre

HUPFER once again sets the standards for quality, versatility and ergonomics with its new line of case cart. In terms of materials, fittings and finish, the stainless steel case carts have been rigorously designed to comply with the stringent requirements of everyday hospital procedures. They are suitable both for hygienic storage and for transporting sterile instruments and consumables for an entire operation.
Doubly safe: extremely stable, extremely mobile

Case Carts STWS

- Superior stainless steel design
- Plastic push handles or stainless steel vertical push bars
- Height adjustable without any tools
- Transport latch with seal
- Double-walled doors, can be swivelled through to 270° and locked in position
- Robust chassis, can be locked in position, with castors and fixed rollers
- AGV chassis upon request
The new standard: high degree of flexibility in a minimum of space

The HUPFER slotted track system allows staff to adjust the inside space to suit the intended purpose very quickly. For example: Solid shelves or retractable wire shelves are simply hooked on.

- Extremely durable and robust thanks to single-wall stainless steel design.
- Reliable protection even in non-clean areas thanks to double-walled doors, which can be swivelled through 270° and locked in position, with continuous gaskets.
- Maximum ease of cleaning thanks to smooth surfaces throughout.
- Easy to manoeuvre in confined spaces thanks to plastic push handles or stainless steel push bars.
- Stable. Run smoothly and quietly thanks to robust castors, which can be locked in position, and fixed rollers available with AGV chassis upon request.

Robust. Dimensionally stable chassis/impact protection on all four sides. Doors protected against impact, both when open or closed

Suitable for transport outside hospital and can be adapted for automatic transport systems

Various castor and roller designs, e.g. 160 or 200 mm diameter, central locking fixture, Rifix

Easy to clean. Smooth stainless steel surfaces make cleaning straightforward and ensure hygienic conditions.

Ergonomics. Can be operated at any height thanks to vertical bar handles and can even be manoeuvred with the doors open
Case Carts STWS are available with one or two doors as a tall or low model. HUPFER's extensive range of equipment and accessories offers many additional options, such as bulldog clips, card holders, gallery and much more.

The interlocking connectors can be inserted into the slotted track at various positions at increments of 61.5 mm without need of tools.

Suitable for all shelves in the HUPFER standard shelf range: for example, solid shelves or wire shelves that can be retracted up to 200 mm.

Maximum standard of hygiene: thanks to door gasket and transport latch with optional seal.
Make your logistics for sterile items more flexible
We’d be glad to advise you
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